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Abstract Electrical conductivity is a fundamental characteristic describing how strongly a network
opposes flow of electrical current. In fully water-saturated porous media the conductivity, represented by
the formation factor, is mainly controlled by porosity, connectivity of the conducting phases, and the
tortuosity of electrical current paths. Previous work has shown that universal scaling derived from percolation
and effective medium theories accurately describes the relationship between formation factor and porosity
when the percolation threshold is taken account, as well as the porosity value at which the scaling switches
from percolation theory to effective medium theory. We determined the formation factor in clay-rich
sediments based on cation exchange capacity measurements on samples from five scientific ocean drilling
sites in the Nankai Trough. We then compared the results to predictions from universal scaling after
determining the volume of clay-bound water and the percolation threshold. We found that the previously
reported universal scaling relations hold in these clay-rich sediments once the corrections are made for the
clay-bound water and that percolation scaling appears to be valid over the entire range of observed
porosities, probably due to relatively broad pore size distributions or low pore system connectivity. Our
results show that universal scaling can be applied to describe the porosity dependence of the formation
factor in clay-rich sediments when appropriate corrections are made for the presence of clay-bound water.

1. Introduction

Electrical conductivity is an important porous medium property that may be used to determine porosity [e.g.,
Doll et al., 1952] and permeability [Katz and Thompson, 1986; Skaggs, 2011], as well as the fraction of the pore
space containing a nonconductive phase such as oil or gas [Archie, 1942]. Since downhole porosity measure-
ments often involve the use of a radioactive source such as 137Cs or a minitron [Ellis and Singer, 2007], the
ability to determine porosity using other methods is an attractive way to minimize operational risk. In marine
sediments, the phenomenological model of Archie [1942] is often used to determine porosity from electrical
conductivity measurements [e.g., Kermabon et al., 1969; Erickson and Jarrard, 1998]. The presence of clays in
marine sediments complicates this analysis since electrical conductivity occurs both through the intercon-
nected pore space as well as along clay grain surfaces, where a layer of weakly sorbed counterions forms
to balance the negative surface charge of the clay grains [Waxman and Smits, 1968; Clavier et al., 1984].
Accurate characterization of the electrical transport through this surface layer is essential for interpretation
of conductivity measurements in clay-bearing sediments.

Electrical conductivity in disordered networks and porous media like semiconductors and rocks has been
analyzed in the literature using both percolation theory and effective medium theory [Ambegaokar et al.,
1971; Kirkpatrick, 1971, 1973; Sen et al., 1981; Ewing and Hunt, 2006; Hamamoto et al., 2010; Ghanbarian
et al., 2014; Revil et al., 2014; Hunt et al., 2014a; Ghanbarian et al., 2015a]. Percolation theory provides a robust
theoretical framework to study flow and transport within disordered interconnected networks and porous
media [Sahimi, 1994b, 2011]. In the percolation theory framework, above but near the percolation threshold
transport properties (e.g., electrical conductivity and permeability) under fully saturated conditions follow a
power law scaling with the difference between porosity ϕ and the percolation threshold ϕt [Sahimi et al.,
1984; Stauffer and Aharony, 1992; Sahimi, 1994b; Hunt et al., 2014a]. The specific range of porosities that
would be considered “near” the threshold has never been quantified. Nonetheless, analyses presented by
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Ghanbarian-Alavijeh and Hunt [2012], Ghanbarian et al. [2013]. Ghanbarian and Hunt [2014], Hunt et al.
[2014b], Ghanbarian et al. [2014], and Ghanbarian et al. [2015a] indicate that universal scaling from percola-
tion theory is valid over a broader region above the percolation threshold in natural porous media. In the
effective medium approach, a relatively disordered porous medium is replaced by a uniform one. Thus, local
heterogeneities in the former cause local perturbations to the overall macroscopic transport properties of the
latter. Within the effective medium theory framework, the macroscopic transport properties are expressed in
terms of the transport properties of the local components by requiring that the volumetric average of the
local perturbations is zero [Bruggeman, 1935; Kirkpatrick, 1973]. For a more comprehensive introduction to
percolation and effective medium theories, see Sahimi [2003, 2011].

In general, the percolation theory universal scaling is theoretically valid when porosity is close to the percola-
tion threshold, while the effective medium universal scaling is appropriate for porosity much greater than the
percolation threshold. The porosity ϕx that separates the percolation and effective medium domains varies;
the fraction of conducting bonds at which crossover occurs as reported by Kirkpatrick [1973] and Kiefer et al.
[2009] for numerical simulations of resistor networks corresponds to a value of roughly 0.75, but values
between 0.26 and 1 have been determined for natural porous media, and there is no evidence that there
is a universal value [Ghanbarian et al., 2014]. The crossover porosity ϕx might be above the porosity of the
medium (see, e.g., Ghanbarian et al. [2014]) or below it [Ghanbarian et al., 2015b]. Generally speaking, one
should expect ϕx to be smaller than the total porosity in media with a narrow pore size distribution, and
larger than the total porosity in media with a broad pore size distribution [Ghanbarian et al., 2015b].

For electrical conductivity, percolation and effectivemedium theories predict power law scaling with porosity
but with different exponents. Ghanbarian et al. [2014] and Ghanbarian et al. [2015a] showed that conductivity
scales with (ϕ�ϕt)

2 when porosity is close to the percolation threshold, and with (ϕ�ϕt) when ϕ>ϕx. On
the basis of this, Ghanbarian et al. [2014] showed that the formation factor F scaled with (ϕ�ϕt)

� 2 for
ϕt ≤ϕ ≤ϕx, and with (ϕ�ϕt)

� 1 when ϕ>ϕx. However, their work considered only experiments on rocks
with negligible surface conductivity such that F could be expressed by σf/σ, where σf is the conductivity of
the pore fluid and σ is the conductivity of the rock.

In rocks with significant amounts of clay, the porosity dependence of electrical conductivity under fully satu-
rated conditions is more complicated. However, since F is strictly independent of surface conductivity, we show
in what follows that it is still possible to express the formation factor as a function of porosity in rocks with non-
zero surface conductivity as long as appropriate corrections aremade for the surface conduction [e.g., Revil et al.,
1998]. Therefore, by analogy we expect that the scaling of F with porosity proposed by Ghanbarian et al. [2014]
should hold in clay-rich sediments as well. We present experimental measurements of marine clays collected
from the Nankai Trough offshore Japan to confirm that the universal scaling derived from percolation and
effective-medium theories holds even in porous media with significant surface conductivity contributions. We
additionally show that quadratic scaling from percolation theory is applicable all the way to porosity of 1, which
is likely a result of relatively broad pore size distributions or low pore system connectivity in these samples.

2. Background

The formation factor is defined as
1
F

≡
1
V ∫Vp

ebj j2dVp; (1)

where eb is the normalized electric field in the interconnected pore space, defined as�∇ψ/|E|, where E is the
macroscopic electric field and ∇ψ is the local electrical potential gradient; V is the volume of a representative
elementary volume; and Vp is the interconnected pore volume [Johnson et al., 1986; Avellaneda and Torquato,
1991; Revil and Glover, 1997]. In sediments with nonzero grain surface conductivity, Revil et al. [1998] showed
that for pore fluid pH between 5 and 8, F is related to the conductivity σ of the sediment by

σ ¼ σf
F

1� tfþð Þ þ Fξ þ 1
2
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64
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75; (2)

where tfþð Þ is the Hittorf transport number of cations in the free electrolyte (pore fluid) and represents the
fraction of the electrical current carried by these cations [Revil and Glover, 1997] and ξ is the ratio of surface
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conductivity to fluid conductivity, known as theDukhin number [Lyklema, 1993]. When ξ is small, indicating that
cation migration occurs dominantly in the interconnected pore space rather than along clay grain surfaces,
F may be determined from a Taylor series expansion of equation (2) [Bourlange et al., 2003] as

F ¼ σf
σ

1þ 2ξ
σf
σ
� 1

� �h i
: (3)

The condition for small ξ is ξ=tfþð Þ∼1 [Revil et al., 1998], and we caution that equation (3) is only valid when

ξ ≪ 1. When ξ→ 0, both equations (2) and (3) reduce to F= σf/σ, which is the original definition stated by
Archie [1942].

2.1. Universal Scaling of the Formation Factor

Like other transport properties, in the absence of surface conductivity, electrical conductivity has been shown
to follow percolation scaling when the porosity ϕ is close to, but greater than, the percolation threshold
porosity ϕt [Stauffer and Aharony, 1992; Ghanbarian et al., 2014]:

σ ϕð Þ∝ ϕ � ϕtð Þt; ϕt ≤ϕ ≤ϕx ; (4)

where t is a scaling exponent. In three dimensions, if the pore size distribution is not too broad, a universal
value of t= 2 is expected [Gingold and Lobb, 1990; Stauffer and Aharony, 1992; Clerc et al., 2000], which
means that the exponent t in equation (4) is invariant from system to system [Hunt et al., 2014a]. The value
t=2 accounts for effects of both tortuosity and connectivity of the pore system in the pore volume in
excess of the percolation threshold [Ghanbarian et al., 2014]. Values of t> 2 have been shown to occur in
cases where the pore size distribution is broad; for example, Halperin et al. [1985] showed that t≈ 2.5 in a
three-dimensional “Swiss-cheese” model in which nonconducting, spherical holes are randomly placed in a
conducting medium. On the other hand, Sahimi and his coworkers [Sahimi, 1994a; Sahimi and
Mukhopadhyay, 1996; Knackstedt et al., 2001] have demonstrated the one should expect t< 2 in media
with long-range correlation. At the scale of laboratory samples, the appearance of universal scaling from
percolation theory does not necessarily indicate universal scaling at the scale of borehole measurements,
since laboratory samples are typically much smaller than the correlation length [e.g., Sahimi and
Mukhopadhyay, 1996].

When ϕ→ 1, the scaling given by equation (4) with t= 2 may not be valid, and the electrical conductivity in
the absence of surface conduction can be described from effective medium theory [Kirkpatrick, 1973; Sahimi,
1994b; Kennedy and Herrick, 2012; Ghanbarian et al., 2014]. Various nonlinear relationships between electrical
conductivity and porosity or bond occupancy have been derived from effective medium theory [e.g., Turban,
1978; Sen et al., 1981; Mendelson and Cohen, 1982; Sali and Bergman, 1997; Torquato and Hyun, 2001], while
Kirkpatrick [1973] and Sahimi et al. [1984] among others have shown that a simple linear relationship
performs adequately in disordered media:

σ ϕð Þ
σf

≈
ϕ � ϕt

1� ϕt
: (5)

The “approximately equal to” sign in equation (5) refers to the approximation of 2/Z as ϕt (where Z is the
average coordination number) [e.g., Ghanbarian et al., 2014].

Equations (4) and (5) may be combined to express σ in terms of porosity in water-saturated rocks in the
absence of surface conductivity by specifying that σ predicted by equation (4) must be equal to that
predicted by equation (5) at some crossover porosity ϕx [e.g., Ghanbarian et al., 2014]:

σ ϕð Þ
σf

¼
1� ϕt

ϕx � ϕt

ϕ � ϕt

1� ϕt

� �2

; ϕt < ϕ < ϕx

ϕ � ϕt

1� ϕt
; ϕx < ϕ < 1

8>>><
>>>:

; (6)

where ϕx is a crossover porosity value above which the quadratic scaling from percolation theory scaling
switches to linear scaling predicted from effective medium theory. We assume that the threshold porosity
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ϕt corresponds to the ineffective porosity, that is porosity that does not contribute to flow through the pore
space. The formation factor is obtained by taking the inverse of equation (6) and simplifying:

F ¼
1� ϕtð Þ ϕx � ϕtð Þ

ϕ � ϕtð Þ2 ; ϕt < ϕ < ϕx

1� ϕt

ϕ � ϕt
; ϕx < ϕ < 1

8>>><
>>>:

: (7)

Ghanbarian et al. [2014] used a database of 406 laboratory measurements of electrical conductivities of
sedimentary rocks in the literature and showed that the relationship between F and porosity was described
by percolation scaling in all cases. They found that equation (7) accurately modeled the measured values of F
with ϕx values between 0.26 and 1. However, they assumed that ϕt in all cases was equal to 10% of the por-
osity value. It is not possible to determine whether their results in some cases are due to the assumption
made to determine the percolation threshold. Ghanbarian et al. [2014] did include an analysis in their manu-
script of F predictions for a set of Bentheimer sandstone samples for which ϕt was determined from micro-
tomography images [Berg, 2012] and found that Fwas best predicted from equation (7) with ϕx= 0.93, which
they concluded was reasonably close to a value of 1 to allow percolation scaling up to porosity of 1. Therefore,
it is not clear whether effective medium theory (equation (7); bottom line) is necessary to describe any part of
the porosity-F relationship. In addition, equation (7) was valid for the samples Ghanbarian et al. [2014] con-
sidered since they contained negligible clay content and therefore had essentially zero surface conductivity.
In what follows we explain how we determined F and ϕt for marine clay samples with significant surface con-
ductivity (10–30% of the porewater conductivity).

2.2. Samples

We used data and samples from Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Leg 190 Sites 1173 and 1174 and Integrated
Ocean Drilling Program Expeditions 322 and 333 Sites C0011 and C0012. These sites are located in the Nankai
Trough offshore Japan (Figure 1). All four sites are located seaward of the trench on the incoming Philippine
Sea Plate; Sites C0011 and C0012 contain undeformed sedimentary inputs to the trench [Underwood et al.,
2010], while Sites 1173 and 1174 sampled sediments immediately before and immediately following
initiation of strain localization along the décollement, respectively [Shipboard Scientific Party, 2001a]. The
sediments at these sites contain hemipelagic sediments of the Upper and Lower Shikoku Basin facies, as well
as trench-wedge and trench-to-basin transition facies at Site 1174; lithologies consist of mudstones inter-
bedded with ash, volcaniclastic sands, and turbidites. Clay minerals comprise between 13 and 93wt % of
the sediment matrix, with a mean value of 58% among the four Sites [Shipboard Scientific Party, 2001c,
2001d; Expedition 322 Scientists, 2010b, 2010c; Expedition 333 Scientists, 2012b, 2012c]. The clays are domi-
nantly smectite (35–100% of the clay-size fraction [Steurer and Underwood, 2003; Underwood and Guo,
2013]). Relevant physical property ranges are shown in Table 1.

3. Analytical Techniques
3.1. Electrical Conductivity Measurements

We used electrical conductivities measured shipboard as part of the physical properties workflow at each of
the five Sites. In the shallow sections where sediments were sufficiently soft, a four-probe Wenner array was
used to measure conductivity. In more lithified sediments, conductivities were measured on discrete cubes
with side length ~2 cm by placing the cube between two electrodes. In order to compare conductivities
measured in the same direction, we only used conductivities in the y direction from the discrete cube
measurements since this direction corresponds with the orientation of the current flow of the Wenner array.
For more details on the electrical conductivity measurements the reader is referred to Shipboard Scientific
Party [2001b], Expedition 322 Scientists [2010a], and Expedition 333 Scientists [2012a].

3.2. Cation Exchange Capacity

Cation exchange capacity (CEC) and exchangeable cation compositions were measured at l’Institut National
de la Recherche Agronomique in Arras, France, using cobaltihexamine [Orsini and Remy, 1976]. Exchangeable
cation compositions were corrected for pore water contributions using shipboard measurements of intersti-
tial water chemistry [Henry, 1997] assuming that chloride resides only in the free water and not in the bound
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water. Carbonate dissolution that occurred during sample preparation was corrected by assuming that all
excess cations remaining after pore water correction were calcium ions. Additional details of the measure-
ments and analysis are given in Henry and Bourlange [2004] and Conin et al. [2011]. CEC values for Sites
C0011 and C0012 are given in Tables S1 and S2 in the supporting information. CEC values for Sites 1173,
1174, and 1177 were previously reported by Henry and Bourlange [2004].

3.3. Dukhin Number and Formation Factor

The Dukhin number ξ was determined as [Revil et al., 1998]

ξ ¼ 2ρgCECβs
3σf

; (8)

where ρg is the solid matrix density of the sediment (kgm�3), CEC is the cation exchange capacity (C kg�1), βs
is the equivalent surface mobility for surface electrical conduction (m2 s�1 V�1), and σf is the conductivity of
the pore fluid (S/m). Grain densities were taken from shipboard pycnometer measurements. CEC was
converted to C kg�1 from mol kg�1 using the relationship that 1mol of equivalent charge = 0.09632 C
[Revil et al., 1998]. We determined βs from the cation surface mobilities βis of the exchangeable cations:

βs ¼

X
i

βisZiCiX
j

ZjCj

; (9)

Table 1. Ranges of Physical Properties for All Samples

CEC (mol kg�1) Porosity
Clay mineral
Content (wt %)

Specific Surfacea

(m2 g�1) ϕEDL ϕt
b F

0.121–0.665 0.225–0.716 34–89 25.7–77.7 0.052–0.392 0.167–0.533 2.79–28.4

aSpecific surface = surface area per unit mass of solid matrix. Specific surface values were only available for samples
from Sites C0011 and C0012 [Daigle and Dugan, 2014].

bDetermined as 0.5577ϕ.

Figure 1. Location of boreholes used in this study in the Nankai Trough offshore Shikoku and Honshu Islands, Japan.
Inset shows locations of plate boundaries. The Nankai Trough occurs where the Philippine Sea Plate is being subducted
northwestward beneath the Eurasian Plate.
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where Zi and Ci are the charges and concentrations (mol kg�1) of the individual cation species [Bourlange
et al., 2003]. We determined σf from shipboard interstitial water measurements as

σf ¼ σf0

X
i

βif ZiC
i
iwsX

j

βjf ZjC
j
sw

; (10)

where βif is the ionic mobility in the pore fluid (m2 s�1 V�1), Ci
iws is the ionic concentration in the pore fluid

(mmol), Cj
sw is the ionic concentration in seawater, and σf0 is the conductivity of seawater. Seawater ionic

concentrations were determined from International Association for Physical Sciences of the Oceans
standard seawater and are given in Table 18 of Expedition 322 Scientists [2010b]. Seawater conductivity was
determined as 5.32(1 + 0.02(T� 25)), where T is the temperature in °C [Bourlange et al., 2003]. Temperature
was taken as the temperature recorded at the time of shipboard conductivity measurement, which was
22–25°C. Values for βis and βif were taken from Table 1 of Revil et al. [1998]. Because shipboard interstitial
water samples were taken at different depths from the CEC measurements, we interpolated the ratio term
from equation (10) to determine the pore fluid conductivity correction at the location of each CEC
measurement. This correction did not vary substantially between measurement points so the interpolation
is not expected to have introduced significant errors (Figure 2). Relevant data for these computations for
Sites C0011 and C0012 are given in Tables S3 and S4.

3.4. Threshold Porosity

We assume that ϕt in equation (7) represents the ineffective porosity and excludes porosity that does not
contribute to flow of electrical current through pore space. We define the ineffective porosity as containing
the water in the electrical double layer [e.g., Juhász, 1979; Hill et al., 1979; Peveraro and Thomas, 2010] as well
as the pore space outside the electrical double layer that does not percolate [e.g., Koponen et al., 1997;
Peveraro and Thomas, 2010]. Our assumption is equivalent to replacing the water in the electrical double layer
(Figure 3a) with a solid, nonconducting phase, and allowing the remaining pore space to have a nonzero
critical volume fraction ϕc (Figure 3b). From the interstitial water data, the ionic strength in all samples we
considered was roughly 400mM. Assuming that the thickness of the electrical double layer in nanometer
at room temperature may be estimated from the Debye length as 9.7/I0.5, where I is the ionic strength in milli-
mole [Russel et al., 1989], the electrical double layers in these samples were on the order of 0.5 nm. This short
Debye length suggests that most of the surface charge is countered in the Stern layer and that themobility of
ions in the Stern layer accounts for part of the conductivity [Henry, 1997; Leroy and Revil, 2009; Revil, 2013a,
2013b]. Therefore, we feel that our assumption is valid for the samples we considered.

Figure 2. Pore fluid conductivity correction (the ratio on the right-hand side of equation (10)) versus depth (mbsf =meters
below seafloor) for each of the 5 Sites considered. Stratigraphy abbreviations: OTW= outer trench wedge, ATW= axial
trench wedge, TBT = trench-basin transition, USB = Upper Shikoku Basin facies, MSB =Middle Shikoku Basin facies,
LSB = Lower Shikoku Basin facies, VRF = volcanic-rich facies.
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However, at lower ionic strength this assumption will break down. Bourg and Sposito [2011] showed that
the effective diffusion coefficient of water and dissolved ions exhibit an e-fold (i.e., 2.7-fold) decrease from
the bulk value within ~1 nm of a smectite surface. Using this as a threshold distance below which ion
exchange between the electrical double layer and the bulk pore fluid will not occur, the ionic strength
corresponding to this Debye length is roughly 100mM. For ionic strength less than this value, the electrical
double layer may not be considered as a separate, parallel conductive path, and the method used to
determine ϕt must necessarily consider the contribution of this ionic exchange to the overall conductivity.
We additionally caution that in clays, equation (7) is only valid when there is a quantity of pore fluid not
associated with the electrical double layer present in a quantity exceeding the percolation threshold. In
cases where ϕ<ϕt, electrical conduction may still occur through the electrical double layer if it forms a
connected phase. This phenomenon has been observed in partially saturated rocks [e.g., Han et al., 2009]
as well as low-porosity clays [e.g., de Lima and Sharma, 1990]. Conduction is also possible due to Stern layer
polarization when measured at nonzero frequencies, particularly between 0.01 Hz and 1MHz [e.g., Leroy
and Revil, 2009]. However, in natural porous media the Stern layer does not often form a connected
conductive pathway across the sample [Revil, 2013a, 2013b]. Our assumptions may not be valid at low
porosities when the Stern layer does percolate.

Since ϕt represents the ineffective porosity, the quantity ϕ�ϕt therefore is the effective porosity [Ellis and
Singer, 2007]. We computed the effective porosity in two steps. First, we subtracted the pore volume asso-
ciated with the electrical double layer, which we show depends on CEC and total porosity. Second, we deter-
mined a critical volume fraction for the pore volume from mercury injection capillary pressure (MICP)
measurements, since the effective porosity is assumed to refer to the pore volume in excess of the percola-
tion threshold [e.g., Han et al., 2008]. The pore volume remaining after these subtractions was assumed to be
the effective porosity.

To determine the volume of fluid in the electrical double layer, we assumed that dissolved chlorides
only reside in the free fluid and are excluded from the electrical double layer [e.g., Clavier et al., 1984].
The mass of bound water per unit dry grain mass wa was determined as [Henry and Bourlange, 2004;
Conin et al., 2011]

wa ¼ w � Csρf
Cl�½ � ; (11)

where w is the total water content of the sediment (mass of water per unit dry grain mass), Cs is the
soluble chloride concentration (mol kg�1) determined by sample dilution in deionized water, ρf is the
density of the pore fluid (taken as 1.024 kg l�1), and (Cl�) is the pore fluid chloride concentration

Figure 3. Illustration of our assumptions in determining the threshold porosity. (a) Interlayer water and water in the electrical
double layer around clays is replaced with (b) nonconducting, solid material with zero surface conductivity. The remaining
pore space in Figure 3b has an associated percolation threshold. Figure modified from Henry and Bourlange [2004].
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(mol l�1) determined from shipboard
measurements. We then converted
wa to the porosity associated with
the electrical double layer ϕEDL as

ϕEDL ¼ wa
ρg
ρw

1� ϕð Þ: (12)

Porosity in the electrical double
layer at Sites C0011 and C0012 is
given in Tables S5 and S6. Values
for Sites 1173, 1174, and 1177 were
previously reported by Henry and
Bourlange [2004].

After subtracting ϕEDL from the total
porosity, we determined the critical
volume fraction ϕc from MICP mea-
surements. During an MICP mea-
surement, an oven-dried sample is
evacuated and immersed in mer-
cury. The mercury pressure is then
increased stepwise and allowed to
stabilize, and the volume of mercury
that intrudes the pore space of the

sample is recorded at each pressure increment. The measurement typically proceeds to a maximum mercury
pressure of 55,000psi (379MPa). MICP measurements may be used to determine the critical volume fraction,
in particular with application to electrical conductivity. Katz and Thompson [1987] showed that the inflection
point in a plot of mercury pressure versus cumulative pore volume intruded corresponds to the point at which
a sample-spanning electrically conductive pathway forms (Figure 4). Murray et al. [1999] later argued that an
MICP measurement is a process analogous to low-pressure nitrogen desorption, which also may be used
to determine the percolation threshold [Seaton, 1991; Liu et al., 1992], and that the inflection point in
the pressure versus cumulative pore volume defines the percolation threshold. We therefore used
MICP measurements to determine the critical volume fraction for samples from Sites C0011 and C0012
[Daigle and Dugan, 2014].

The MICP measurements were not performed at the same depths as the CEC measurements; all MICP
measurements were at least 3.19m away from the nearest CEC measurement at which a ϕEDL value was
determined. Since ϕEDL is strongly dependent both on total porosity and clay mineral abundance [e.g.,
Clavier et al., 1984], rather than interpolate between the measured ϕEDL values we performed a cubic spline
interpolation of total porosity and clay mineral abundances determined by X-ray diffraction measurements
[Shipboard Scientific Party, 2001c, 2001d, 2001e; Expedition 322 Scientists, 2010b, 2010c; Expedition 333
Scientists, 2012b, 2012c]. The interpolation used a training data set of 75 measurements randomly selected
from a total of 99 measurements available from Sites 1173, 1174, 1177, C0011, and C0012. The method fits
the remaining 24 measurements with a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.822 (Figure 5a). We then deter-
mined the critical volume fraction ϕc from the mercury pressure versus cumulative volume intruded data;
cumulative volume intruded was normalized with respect to the quantity ϕ�ϕEDL since we only considered
percolation through the pore volume exclusive of the electrical double layer. Finally, we determined ϕt

as ϕt=ϕEDL+ϕc.

To allow calculation of ϕt at depths corresponding to the CEC measurements, we constructed a regression
to compute ϕt as a function of ϕ. We assumed a linear relationship with porosity following Bartoli et al.
[1999], Hunt [2004], and Ghanbarian et al. [2014]. This resulted in the relationship ϕt = 0.5577ϕ, with
R2 = 0.899 (Figure 5b). Although this relationship is only strictly valid for sediments of the Shikoku Basin
facies with porosity and clay mineral content within certain ranges (0.225–0.716 and 0.34–0.89, respec-
tively) due to the interpolation we used to predict ϕEDL, it appears to predict ϕt well for accretionary prism

Figure 4. Plot of mercury pressure versus cumulative pore volume intruded for
a representative sample from Site C0012 [Daigle and Dugan, 2014]. The
cumulative pore volume intruded has been normalized with respect to the
porosity exclusive of the volume in the electrical double layer. The line draw-
ings are representative of the pore connections (bonds) occupied by mercury
at different points on the curve (after Seaton [1991]), and the percolation
threshold is marked by the vertical dashed line. At pore volume less than the
percolation threshold, there are no sample-spanning clusters of mercury-filled
pores. At the percolation threshold, the first sample-spanning cluster forms,
and more connections develop as more mercury is intruded. For this sample
we determined ϕt = 0.092.
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and slope-basin sediments from Site C0018 northwest of Sites C0011 and C0012 (Figure 1), where MICP
data were also measured [Daigle and Dugan, 2014] (Figure 5b). This observation strengthens our confi-
dence in this method.

Since much of the water in the electrical double layer is assumed to be gone at the time of MICP measure-
ment due to ovendrying [Ellis and Singer, 2007], we assume that the presence or absence of a layer of bound
water surrounding the clay particles will not affect the percolation threshold determined from the MICP mea-
surement and that the collapse of the smectite interlayers due to dehydration only closes the interlayers and
does not offset the pore throat size distribution by creating either large pores (such as microcracks) or nano-
pores within the clay minerals. First, consider the loss of the layer of bound water around the clay particles.
The Debye length we determined for our samples (0.5 nm) is small compared to pore widths in these sedi-
ments on the order of hundreds of nanometers [Daigle and Dugan, 2014; Dugan, 2015], and the presence
or absence of this layer is not expected to have greatly affected the percolation thresholds observed in the
MICP measurements. We also note that the addition of a roughly uniform coating to the grain surface would
simply rescale the x axis of Figure 4 due to the reciprocal relationship between pore size and capillary pres-
sure, leaving the cumulative pore volume at the inflection point and consequently the critical volume fraction
unchanged. Therefore, this effect is not expected to affect the interpretation of the MICP data.

Next, consider the possible change in the pore space brought about by collapse of smectite interlayers. Our
assumption that the smectite dehydration process does not strongly affect the pore throat size distribution
may be tested by examining the relationship between MICP-derived porosity in pores smaller than 10nm in dia-
meter andϕEDL. The positive relationship between porosity in this size range andϕEDL that we observe (Figure 5c)
indicates that very small pores associated with clay are either retained or formed during the drying process.

Figure 5. (a) Porosity in the electrical double layer (ϕEDL) predicted by interpolation plotted against the value determined
from CEC measurements for the subset of 24 measurements used as a blind test. Dashed line represents 1:1 equivalence.
(b) Threshold porosity determined from MICP measurements versus total porosity. The dashed line is the best fit of
ϕt = 0.5577ϕ we determined for the samples from Sites C0011 and C0012. Samples from Site C0018 were not used to
determine this fit, yet they lie along the prediction line as well. (c) Relationship between porosity in pores smaller than
10 nm in diameter determined from MICP and porosity in the electrical double layer. (d) Relationship between porosity in
pores larger than 0.4 μm in diameter determined from MICP and porosity in the electrical double layer.
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However, these nanopores only repre-
sent a small fraction of the electrical
double layer volume, which indicates
that the collapse of the electrical double
layer did not strongly affect the lower
end of the pore size distribution.
Conversely, formation of macropores
during smectite dehydration may be
assessed by examining correlations of
ϕEDL with the fraction of pores larger
than 0.4μm. We observe a general lack
of such a relationship (Figure 5d), with
greater fractions of larger pores gener-
ally being associated with less pore
volume in the electrical double layer.
Therefore, we are confident that the
smectite dehydration process only
resulted in closure of the smectite inter-
layers and did not significantly affect
the pore size distribution.

We finally note that the small Debye length we determined for our samples does not necessarily mean that
ϕEDL will be small. With clays comprising up to 93wt % of the sediment matrix [Shipboard Scientific Party,
2001c, 2001d; Expedition 322 Scientists, 2010b, 2010c; Expedition 333 Scientists, 2012b, 2012c] and 35–100%
of the clays made up of smectite [Steurer and Underwood, 2003; Underwood and Guo, 2013], most of the
bound water is present in clay interlayers. Moreover, the aspect ratio of the individual clay grains is expected
to exceed 100 [Santamarina et al., 2002]. The collapse of the interlayers during drying will modify the MICP
pore size distribution obtained, shifting it to larger pore sizes, but, as we argued above, this should have little
influence on the percolation threshold.

4. Results and Discussion

Because comparing formation factor and effective porosity required comparing data from various measure-
ments that were made at different depths in the boreholes, we used the following scheme to interpolate or
assign data. (1) Since the Dukhin number ξ was determined only for a subset of CEC measurements, we used
the following empirical relationship to determine ξ for the remaining CEC measurements:

ξ ¼ �0:7166þ 1:504CECþ 0:003177mNa � 1:187CEC2

�7:867�10�4CECmNa � 3:683�10�6m2
Na;

(13)

where CEC is in mol kg�1 and mNa is the concentration of sodium in the interstitial water in mmol. Equation
(13) was determined by fitting a training data set of 27 measurements randomly selected from a total of 37
measurements available from Sites C0011 and C0012. The regression fits the remaining 10 measurements
with a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.799; the R2 value for the entire data set is 0.824 (Figure 6).
(2) Fluid conductivity was determined at each CEC measurement point by interpolating at the CEC
measurement depth. (3) Porosity and conductivity were determined from shipboard measurements. We
assigned values corresponding to the CEC measurement points by finding the porosity and conductivity
measurements that were taken nearest to the CEC measurement along the core. We did no further
analysis on CEC measurements that were more than 30 cm away from the nearest porosity or resistivity
measurement. (4) We determined ϕt from porosity using the regression developed by comparison with
the MICP measurements. (5) We determined F from equation (3) using ξ from step 1, σw from step 2, and σ
from step 3. Therefore, F was only computed at CEC measurement points that were less than 30 cm away
from both a porosity and conductivity measurement. In addition, since the relationships used to determine
ϕt and ξ were determined only on sediments from the Shikoku Basin facies, we restricted our analysis to
Shikoku Basin sediments at each Site.

Figure 6. Predicted Dukhin number (ξ) from equation (13) versus measured
value determined at Sites C0011 and C0012. The dashed line represents
1:1 equivalence.
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CEC at Sites C0011 and C0012 is shown in Figure 7 with the values at Sites 1173, 1174, and 1177 for reference.
Henry and Bourlange [2004] noted that lower CEC values and less scatter in the values in the Lower Shikoku
Basin facies at Site 1174 relative to Sites 1173 and 1177 was a consequence of more advanced smectite-to-illite
conversion. The higher CEC values in the Lower Shikoku Basin facies and the greater amount of scatter in the
values at Sites C0011 and C0012 suggest that very little smectite-to-illite conversion has occurred at these
Sites. This is consistent with analyses of clay mineral assemblages at these Sites [Underwood and Guo,
2013]. The Dukhin number generally increases with depth through the Shikoku Basin facies at all five Sites
(Figure 8). More advanced smectite-to-illite conversion results in lower Dukhin numbers, as illustrated by
Site 1174. This is due to the lower CEC of illite compared to smectite (~0.2mol kg�1 compared to ~1mol kg�1

[Patchett, 1975; Lipsicas, 1984; Zundel and Siffert, 1985]). Generally the Dukhin number is >0.1, indicating that
surface conductivity is at least 10% of the fluid conductivity in these sediments.

Figure 9 shows F plotted againstϕ�ϕt, and a prediction line from equation (7) withϕx=1. The scatter about
the prediction line exhibited by the data is probably due to the combination of the methods we used to esti-
mateϕEDL and ξ and the fact that not all measurements were made at the same depth, despite our restriction
to measurements made within 30 cm of each other. However, despite the scatter, it is apparent that all the
data are fit well with a crossover porosity of 1; the line in Figure 9 fits the data with R2 = 0.809, which is similar

Figure 7. CEC plotted versus depth for each of the five Sites considered. Values for Sites 1173, 1174, and 1177 are from
Henry and Bourlange [2004]; values for Sites C0011 and C0012 are from this study. Stratigraphy abbreviations are the
same as in Figure 2.

Figure 8. Dukhin number (ξ) versus depth for each of the five Sites considered. Open circles are determinations from CEC
measurements; shaded circles are predicted from equation (13). Stratigraphy abbreviations are the same as in Figure 2.
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in magnitude to the R2 values we obtained for
the cubic spline interpolation used to determine
ϕEDL and the regression used to determine ξ
(equation (12)). Our results indicate that universal
scaling from percolation theory applies over the
full range of porosities for these samples.
Whether this fact is true for clays in general will
need to be investigated by future research.
Sahimi [1993] suggested that the crossover poros-
ity defining the upper limit of percolation scaling
may be approximated in three dimensions as
ϕx=ϕt+ϕ/Z, in which Z is the average coordina-
tion number (the number of neighboring pores
to which a given pore is connected, averaged over
all pores). Since we found that ϕt= 0.5577ϕ,
Sahimi’s [1993] expression may be written for our
data set as ϕx=ϕ(0.5577+1/Z), which may be rear-
ranged to yield Z=ϕ/(1� 0.5577ϕ) when ϕx=1.
This expression yields Z< 1 when ϕ< 0.642, which
may not be physically realistic for sedimentary rocks
since it implies that on average a given pore is not
connected to any neighboring pores in rocks with
porosity less than 0.642. However, the general

implication is that the coordination numbers of these sediments are generally very low, indicating a low degree
of connectivity within the pore system. This low connectivity over a wide range of porosities may explain why
universal scaling from percolation theory can be applied over the entire porosity range. The condition that
percolation scaling is valid only in the vicinity of the percolation threshold may thus be interpreted to imply
validity when few sample-spanning clusters are present, either near the percolation threshold in well-
connected pore systems or far above the percolation threshold in poorly connected pore systems. In addition,
we caution that the universal scaling that we observed may be due to small sample sizes; at the borehole scale
or larger, long-range correlations may yield nonuniversal scaling that is still described by percolation theory
[Sahimi, 1994b; Sahimi and Mukhopadhyay, 1996].

It is important to note that we considered sediments with nonzero but still small ξ , and our results should be
considered in terms of a continuum of ξ values. At ξ ≈ 0, Fmay be expressed as σf/σ, and the porosity depen-
dence of Fwas shown to follow percolation and effective medium scaling by Ghanbarian et al. [2014] through
analogs with flow through resistor networks. However, considering the general definition of F (equation (1)),
it is not obvious that percolation scaling should still apply when ξ is nonnegligible. We have shown that when
surface conductivity is 10–30% of the bulk porewater conductivity, F still follows percolation scaling with
porosity even though its relationship with the porewater conductivity and overall conductivity of the
medium is more complex (equation (3)). The nonnegligible but small surface conductivity allowed us to make
several assumptions to determine the percolation threshold. It is not clear whether percolation theory can
accurately describe the porosity dependence of F at very large ξ , since the definition of the percolation
threshold becomes much more complicated. Further work is necessary to determine the upper limit of ξ
at which percolation theory can be used to describe F, or whether a limit exists at all.

5. Conclusions

We presented CEC measurements on samples from IODP Sites C0011 and C0012 in the Nankai Trough. We
used these measurements and previously reported data to determine the Dukhin number and formation fac-
tor at ODP Sites 1173, 1174, and 1177, and Sites C0011 and C0012. Both the CEC and Dukhin number values
appear to be strongly influenced by the degree of smectite-to-illite conversion, with lower values associated
with greater amounts of conversion. We compared the formation factor values to predictions from percola-
tion and effective medium theories using scaling relationships previously developed by Ghanbarian et al.
[2014]. After correcting for the volume of clay-bound water using the CEC measurements and determining

Figure 9. Prediction of formation factor from equation (7).
Circles are values determined from laboratory samples. Black
line is prediction.
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the percolation threshold using a relationship determined from MICP measurements, we found that the scal-
ing relationship expressed in equation (7) accurately predicted the formation factor with R2 = 0.809. Our
results suggest that universal scaling from percolation theory is valid over the entire porosity range in these
sediments, which is probably due to relatively broad pore size distributions or low connectivity within the
pore system. Our work shows that the formation factor follows universal scaling from percolation theory even
when significant surface conduction occurs.
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